


































































































TEMPERATURE
The system’s operating temperature may affect the
initial choice of tubing material and may also affect
the maximum allowable working pressure for the given
tube size (see Table 5 for temperature stress factors).

LIGHT GAS SERVICE
Light gases such as hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, etc.
have extremely small molecules which can be released
through the smallest of leak paths including tubing
surface imperfections or defects. To provide a
successful connection for light gas service, the tubing
must have a thick enough wall to provide resistance
for the setup action of the ferrules to further compensate
for the tube’s potential surface condition. Tables 1-4
show the tubing sizes and wall thicknesses recom-
mended for light gas service.

HANDLINGAND INSTALLATION
Surface scratches and gouges on tubing are a source of
potential leaks. Some precaution when handling the
tubing can help reduce surface scratches and maintain
the surface finish as originally intended by the
manufacturer. Tubing should never be dragged across
rocks, blacktop, pavement, or the tubing storage rack
as scratches and gouges can occur. Sharp blades should
always be used in the tube cutters or hacksaws used to
cut the tubing so as to provide a clean, square cut. Dull
cutting blades can cause internal and external hanging
burrs, and cause the tubing to become oval and affect
proper insertion within the fitting. As a good handling
practice, tubing should always be deburred prior to tube
fitting installation to help assure easy and complete tube
insertion. Additionally, for bent tube assemblies, it is
important to bend tubing prior to installing tube fittings,
and to provide a sufficient straight length of tubing after
the bend to allow the tube to be fully inserted into the
fitting. See Figure A and Table 7 on page 53 for
additional information.Also, to eliminate weight stress
from the tubing upon the fitting and to provide
additional system support for vibration and thermal
shock resistance, the tubing should always be supported
by tube hangers, clamps or trays.

SSP flareless instrumentation quality tube fittings have
been designed and manufactured to provide reliable
leak free connections in a wide variety of applications.
The design characteristics of the tube fittings
compensate for many of the field variables involved
in the installation of the tube fittings and with the
tolerances, wall thickness, finish and quality of the
tubing. A reliable leak free tubing system will be
achieved by combining the proper selection and
handling of tubing with the proper tube fitting selection
and installation. The following information is provided
to assist in the tube selection process.

MATERIAL
The tubing material chosen must be compatible
with the system’s contained media, pressure and
temperature, as well as with the environment in which
it will be installed. Also, the tubing and tube fitting
materials should be similar for optimum sealing action
to occur (stainless fittings for stainless tube, brass
fittings for copper tube, carbon steel fittings for carbon
steel tube, etc.). The mixing and contact of dissimilar
materials may leave the system susceptible to galvanic
corrosion and/or not allow proper tube fitting makeup
to be achieved. Additionally, the tube fittings have
been designed andmanufactured to function within the
hardness ranges allowed for similar tubing materials
by applicable ASTM specifications as referred to in
Tables 1-4.

PRESSUREAND FLOW
The size of the tube’s outside diameter (O.D.) and the
necessarywall thickness are determined by the system’s
pressure and flow requirements. Tables 1-4 detail the
suggested tubing sizes and wall thick-nesses for use
with instrumentation tube fittings. Additionally, the
tables provide the maximum allowable working
pressures for each size of tube recommended for use
with instrumentation tube fittings. If no pressure is
shown on the table for a particular size, the tube is not
recommended for use with instrumentation tube
fittings. The tubing system should not be utilized above
the tube’s maximum allowable working pressure;
however, instrumenta-tion tube fittings have been
tested as leak tight to the burst pressure of the tubing
in all recommended sizes and wall thicknesses.









® Tube Fittings

LIFETIME LIMITEDWARRANTY

Safety
To help ensure the safe and reliable
performance of tube fitting pro-
ducts, complete system designmust
be considered prior to the
installation of the tubing and tube
fittings. Determining the design
compatibility of materials, media,
flows, temperatures and pressures;
as well as implementing proper
installation, operation and main-
tenance of the system are the
responsibilities of the systems’
owners, designers and users.

SSP Safety Reminders
All SSP products are designed and
manufactured with safety in mind.
The following is a limited list of
general safety tips as reminders of
good safety practices:

SSP guarantees all Unilok tube fittings and Unilok tube fitting components to be free from defects
in materials and workmanship. Additionally, SSP guarantees Unilok product performance to the
published catalog specifications when properly installed according to the catalog selection and
installation instructions. To initiate a warranty claim, suspected defective product must be returned to
SSP with the nature of potential defect documented for factory evaluation. Any product with a
determined defect in material or workmanship will be replaced with equivalent product at no charge.

This warranty comprises the sole and entire warranty pertaining to items provided hereunder. There
is no other warranty, guarantee, express or implied representation of any kind whatsoever. All other
warranties including, but not limited to, merchantability and fitness for purpose, whether express,
implied, or arising by operation of law, course of dealing, or trade usage are hereby disclaimed.
There are no warranties which extend beyond the description on the face hereof; and this warranty
does not apply in cases of abuse, mishandling, or normal use depreciation. In no event, whether
alleged to arise from breach of contract, express or implied warranty, by operation of law, negligence
or otherwise, will SSP be liable for any incidental, consequential, lost property, or other special
damages of any kind whatsoever. The exclusive, only remedy under this warranty is the replacement
of determined defective parts as set forth above.








